RESOLUTION NO. 19-0467

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF EDGEWOOD, PIERCE COUNTY, WASHINGTON, AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO EXECUTE A CITY OF EDGEWOOD CONTRIBUTION OF $5,000 DOLLARS TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE FIFE MILTON EDGEWOOD 9/11 MEMORIAL

WHEREAS, the City Council of Edgewood, after an in-depth presentation of the location, construction and memorial elements of the 9/11 Memorial by 9/11 Memorial Committee Chair, Jack Chandler; and

WHEREAS, multiple deliberations and reviews of the progress of the project, including the transportation of the steel window framing section from the structure of the World Trade Center Tower 2 between the 91st and 94th floors to the City of Fife; and

WHEREAS, a review by all three City Councils of the final location and design plans wherein the memorial will be located in the City of Milton’s Triangle Park for the viewing and enjoyment of the public; and

WHEREAS, the Cities of Fife, Milton and Edgewood have historically and continually aligned themselves for the greater parks and recreational effort of the Citizens of all three Cities as well as the general public; and

WHEREAS, the City of Edgewood City Council believes the City of Edgewood’s contribution to the project is in the interest of their Citizens as a reminder of our Country’s resolve, commitment to those serving to protect public safety, and a memorial to those lost in our individual and collective struggle for freedom from tyranny.

NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF EDGEWOOD, WASHINGTON, DOES RESOLVE AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. The Mayor is hereby authorized to execute a payment of $5,000 dollars in contribution to the 9/11 Memorial construction effort by the Fife Milton Edgewood 9/11 Memorial Committee.


Daryl Eidinger, Mayor
ATTEST:

Rachel Pitzel, CMC
City Clerk